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!Presentation of the exhibition  

 
During the time of the Architectural Biennale 2014, 
named Fundamentals, aimed by the idea of 
questioning about globalization and fading of national 
characteristics;  ICI – Istituto Culturale Internazionale 
choose to set its exhibition at the origins of relationship 
between man and its environment. ICI will open an 
exhibition of ethnographic art from a remote and 
fascinating part of the world: Himalaya, where those 
believes are still vibrant from that immaterial heritage, 
integrating man to nature as would have done druids, 
ancient Greeks, Indians from north America ... 
 
The exhibition NEPALESE SHAMANIC ART calls 
indirectly for globalization, leading us to promote 
identity, ecology, sustainable development. 

 
From the top of the world, the landscape layout maintains the 
isolation and the splitting up of communities. Preserving lots 
of traditions. They can appear through various mediums: 
gestures, ritual items, medical plants use. The 100 pieces 
(phurbus eg wooden daggers, drums, effigies, baldrics), 
originated from private collections, completed by rare movies 
and photographies from Renzo Freschi, present a panorama 
of the material fruition from that immaterial heritage. 

 

The exhibition is nestled in the installation DYNAMORPH 
by ORPROJECT architects based in London, Delhi and 
Beijing. 
 

!ART CHAMANIQUE NEPALAIS  
 

In 1980 one representative of the World Health Organization 
based in Kathmandu informed me that Nepal was housing 300 
doctors versus 18.000 shamans. By 30 years those figures 
certainly moved but still the ratio between both group count is 
more or less in the same proportion.  
 

 
 
If Nepalese ethnic groups are practising Shamanism, under 
various forms, only two of them have been selected for the 
exhibition. The Tamang and the Magar remain the only ones to 
practise their rituals with specific items that enhance a core 
museographic interest to lead the exhibition.  
 
Those two groups are: 
- the Tamang  globally located in the north of Kathmandu.  
- the Magar farest in the west of the valley. 
 

!What is a shaman? 
It is an individual, rather a man among the Tamang, more 
mixed among the Magar, who embody, during trances, an 
intermediary, an intercessor, to link the world of gods or spirits 
and the world of humans in order to solve day-to-day problems.  
 
 
Those problems can concern medical either social issues, 
disturbed by hotiles spirits, demons... everything in that region 
is under their actions. The shaman duty is to reset all elements 
interfering in the conflict into harmony.  



Shamanism is not a religion but a spiritual practise based on 
meditation among human beings together with the shaman as 
intercessor, and the hereafter: various spirit either beneficial or 
hostiles souls … 
However, they are not, as we could think, extraordinary and 
marginal humans. They are on the contrary farmers, who are 
running daily duties, shamanic ritual in addition. They are paid 
for their rituals with rice or vegetable giving as an exchange 
system, money being rare though. 
 

!How to become a shaman: 
3 options: 
- by direct transmission from father to son from uncle to nephew  
- by calls: various sources are corresponding 
- finally by lack of shaman from the 2 previous ways, as it is 
mandatory to have one, the community is choosing one. Most 
of the time the "fool of the village" is appointed as his simplicity 
and idiocy make them famous to be close to gods. That is to 
say that they are far less respected than the others and by the 
way less efficient than the others confrères from previous 
mentioned categories.  
 
It is almost impossible to hide from that duty. In that case the 
ending is most of the time fatal and tragic.  
 

!  The Tamang Shaman - Headgear 
 

 
 
The Tamang shaman is the other hand geared with a with robe 
and some time wearing a headband decorated with feather, 
piquant of porcupine … Thoses piquants are famous to pin 
down demons or hostiles spirits.  
 

!  The Tamang Shaman - Phurbus 
The structure of the phurbu and the dhyangro handle, shaman 
dream is usually made of 3 parts. However there is no written 
codding so the iconographies can be infinitely varied. The 
various symbols featured on thoses pieces are linked to the 
visions of the shaman in trance, for his protection needs. 

 

 
 
The upper part is usually made of 3 protecting divinities faces. 
The shaman answers concerning any name for those divinities 
are as well various and lam. There is a mix-up of animist, 
bhudhist or  hindu divinity names. The shaman is in fact using 
the power of famous divinities, from whom he knows barely 
nothing most of the time. The only reason to lead the shaman 
with that divinities use, is the belief that their fame will bring 
beneficial  to them.  
 
 



The middle part is made of a vajra eg thunder-diamant from the 
god Indra. It is through the thunder-diamant power that the 
neutralised spirit will be recycled to infinite under shaman 
action.   
 

 
 
The triangular blade forming the base springs up from the 
mouth of an animal. In the vast majority this animal is a makara, 
Ophidian animal with Indian origin who is actually a guvial, kind 
of Ganges crocodile. From his mouth spring up snakes. Makara 
and snakes are symbols related to water and fertility. They are 
the ones that absorb the forces to be neutralized and be moved 
towards the vajra. 
 
But makara may be replaced by a raptor, probably Garuda  the 
vehicle of Vishnu. 
 
These iconographies call a number of symbols from Hinduism. 
The archaism of these iconographies reveal some insoluble 
problems so far. Who influenced whom? Symbols such as the 
trident, which can already be located in the Indus Valley, the 
caduceus, the two snakes entwined featured on the Gudea cup 
at musée du Louvre, therefore linked to the Mesopotamian 
culture, can be found among many others on these objects. It is 
impossible to attribute these ancient traditions to their presence 
in Nepal shamanic objects rather than to the influence of Indian 
traditions incorporating these symbols. Interference of these 
influences are obviously possible. 
 

 
!The Rituals  

At different times of the year shamans gather to perform 
common rituals, 3 large shrines are concerned. In the case of 
one of Kalinchok studied and photographed in 1978 by Renzo 
Freschi (photos exhibited in the first room), it was at the end of 
the rainy season to purify the environment in order to enter the 
new seasonal cycle on a good foundation.  
 

 
 
The monsoon season is particularly difficult tough. If it is 
beneficial with the water bringing prosperity, it is also 
exhausting a time becouse of the heavy rains, high humidity 
causing many serious health problems, the leeches invading, 
causing wounds though clothing. Many landslides and 
mudslides can devastate villages as well. To make a definitive 
break with that past is therefore necessary. 
 
 
 



 
In this remote area, according to a precise astrological signal 
given by the soothsayers, hundreds of shamans with their 
assistants and villagers climb the mountain to make a together 
ritual. Dancing and singing they wander on this rocky outcrop to 
create a beneficial environment.  
 

 
 
This is also the occasion for them to flaunt their powers. A 
hierarchy emerges as a result of clashes. For example, a 
shaman through his phurbu in front of another shaman. If he 
picks it up that means that his powers are bigger and it 
enhances him in the hierarchy. If instead he steps backwards. 
Scared, he downgrades.  
 

!The Magar Shamans – ritual items 
The Magar shamans have a variety of ritual items excluding 
phurbus and dhyangro handles. This relative simplification of 
ritual items, interprated as Siberian shamanic traditions, turn 
them to be more "authentic".  
 
Ceremonial items consist  in a dhyangro with a single skin and 
a cross grip inside instead of a handle. But unlike the Tamang, 
they play with a much more elaborated drumstick.  

 

 
 
Curiously women shamans often have male erected sex 
ejaculating on their own drumsticks.  
 
Their drumsticks can be on top of characters, sometimes an 
effigy of shaman with his drum, probably representing the 
master shaman and elaborated geometric patterns. 
 

!The Magar Shamans – Armour  
Another ceremenial item is the armour. Made from two wide 
straps attached to a belt, it is filled up in the back with a set of 
items that repel the demons and the evil spirits. 
 
This set of items can include small masks with small eagles leg, 
monkey hands, dried or stuffed animals. At the base are fixed 
metal parts, offering from people treated by the shaman to 
achieve the smooth running of the ritual performed in their 
favor. The abundance of these offerings demonstrates the skills 
of the shaman and during shaman festivals gives privileged 
status. 
 



 
 
Of course demons or evil spirits have good reason to disrupt or 
interrupt the ritual underway as it is intended to neutralize them. 
 

!  The Magar Shamans – archer bracelet  
 

 
 
The archer bracelet is normally used by shamans with the tab 
on the inside of the arm to protect it from the friction of the rope 
when he delivers the arrow. It is carried by the shaman with the 
tab outward to prevent demons and evil forces from grapping 
his arm and stop the ritual aiming to neutralize them. 

 

!  To accompany the exhibition 
 
 

EXHIBITION CATALOG 
Writing by Marc Gaborieau (Director 
of researches at CNRS, Study 
Director at EHESS), Renzo Freschi, 
Jean-Christophe Kovacs, Michael 
Oppitz, François Pannier. 
Text in french, english and german 
languages, translations in 
italian.176 pages 
 
 

 
 
 
Support ICI Venice with a donation.  
1 free Catalog copy for each visitor donating  45 
euros. 
 
Extend the expérience  
To extend the experience of the Nepelase Shamanic Art and 
discover a the full collection contact François Pannier  
contact@letoitdumonde.net www.letoitdumonde.net 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

!  DYNAMORPH  
      by ORPROJECT architects 
 

 
 
 
The exhibition DYNAMORPH design for the International Cultural 
Institute's exhibition Shamanism in Venice has been developed 
as an energy field around the exhibits. These exhibits act as 
centers of gravitational forces that pull the volume of the room to 
form Dynamorph. Positioned between the exhibits and the room, 
Dynamorph is an isosurface which encloses the visitors and 
forms a mystical cave to house the exhibits and the movements 
of the visitor. The surface is a materialization of the ethereal 
interactions between the visitors and the exhibits, the branching 
and flowing geometry of the surface evokes the roots, trunk and 
branches that symbolize the the three worlds of Shamanism. 
 
The visitors enter the force-field of the exhibits and are guided in 
their journey by the physical installation. Made up of over three 
thousand individual segments, the tessellated geometry 
resembles mass and movements - similar to the trajectory of 
planetary mass under the influence of stars or black holes, 
formation of cumulonimbus clouds guided by pressure and 
temperature variations and winds or the interaction between 
electromagnetic fields and subatomic particles. In Dynamorph, 
the exhibits are the energy points of the exhibition, the visitors 
move under their influence, and the surface is a physical 
manifestation of both. 

 

 
 
ORPROJECT is a London based architecture and 
design practice set up in 2006 by Francesco Brenta, 
Christoph Klemmt and Rajat Sodhi.  
Its work explores advanced geometries with an ecologic 
agenda, the integration of natural elements into the design 
results in an eco-narrative unfolding into the three 
dimensional space. The projects range from experimental 
small-scale installations to large real estate developments. 
ORPROJECT produces high-end luxury design, covering 
all aspects of a project from design and planning to 
practical completion. Its work has been published and 
exhibited widely, amongst others for the London 
Architecture Festival, the Furniture Fair in Milan and at 
Palais de Tokyo in Paris.                     



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

!  Exhibition Curator for ethnographic art 
 
François Pannier  
Since 1983, François Pannier with Le Toit du Monde gallery is 
promoting himalaya cultures: animist, shamanic, hindu and et 
Buddhist. Through numerous exhibition the foundator and owner 
François Pannier, keeps on unveiling treasures from Nepal, Tibet, 
Sikkim, Bhutan, Laddakh, Himachal and Arunachal Pradesh.  

www.letoitdumonde.net 
 

! ICI - Istituto Culturale Internazionale 
Venezia – Italia – Paris - France 
 
ICI – Istituto Culturale Internazionale, newly created, 
empowers cross culture projects and promotes local 
heritage by giving keys to visitors and tourists.  
 
ICI is therefore running the Magazzino del Caffe’ exhibition hall in 
Venice, producing its own exhibitions or promoting others, 
managing  Anne and Ludovic Segarra film archives.  

 
www.icivenice.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

! ICI - Istituto Culturale Internazionale!
     Contacts 
!
 

François Pannier 
Commissaire d’exposition 

+33 (0)1 43 54 27 05  
contact@letoitdumonde.net 

 
 

 
ICI Istituto Culturale Internazionale 

                                                                         +39 041 72 05 07 
                   info@icivenice.com 
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!  1 - PHURBU  
Dagger exorcism Tamang shamans . 
As you can see from the photograph of Ram Bhahadur Jhankri it is 
placed in the belt of the shaman. 
When in trance , facing the demonic forces he has to fight , the 
shaman grabs this phurbu and points them to absorb and neutralize 
them. 
The element decorating the phurbu depends on visions of the 
shaman who adopts forms and symbols known to him only to 
accentuate the power . However, its structure has a certain 
consistency. The top three heads, at vajra intermediate position and a 
triangular blade surmounted by a mythical animal, often a makara, 
are the basis for the design of phurbu. As you can see, shapes are 
various and numerous. 
The isolation of villages, often cut off from the rest of the world, 
somtimes blocked by the snow, spawned a multitude of local styles. 
François Pannier Collection - France 

!  2 - HANDLE OF DHYANGRO  
The combination of these handles helps ro compare the wide variety 
of these objects.  
Whan a shaman die, the drum can be broken if the power of his heir 
does not allow him to master the force (or forces).  
A bad spirit could use the drum, capture the soul of the deceased and 
force them with black magic.  
Private Collection France 

!  3 - HANDLE OF DHYANGRO AND PHURBU  
This set is a rarity. As often pairs were scattered.  
The quality of the sculpture shows a shaman who achieved a certain 
notoriety addressed to professional sculptors to exhibit objects of 
prestige.  
These were carved by Newar artists, traditional inhabitants of the 
Kathmandu Valley.  
Private Collection France 
 

! '4 - STICK OF RAIN AND BRONZE ARROW  
      HEAD 

The stick is intended to draw on the ground magic circles to bring 
rain.  
Arrowheads have the same function.  
Found on the ground, likely former hunting or war relics, they are 
supposed to be made by lightning.  
Sending them to the sky makes the rain. 
Private Collection France 
 

!  5 - STICK OF POWER  
Planted by the shaman next to him when he officiates, used as axis 
mundi. It is ornamented with sun and moon symbols. 
Private Collection France 
 

!  6 - SMALL KNIVES   
Fixed on phurbus they can accentuate the protective powers as you 
can see on the exposed parts next to it.  
Private Collection France. 

!  7 - DHYANGRO   
Magar shamans drum, unlike Tamang, does not include a skin on one 
side. His outfit is fixed by a central cross.  

François Pannier Collection – France 
 



 

!  8 - DRUM STICKS  
Much more elaborate than the Tamang dru stick, it is very finely 
carved and often surmounted by a character or the great primordial 
shaman or guru owner.  
Its base is cut in scale for the shaman to achieve beyond.  
Private Collection France 

!  9 - ARCHER  BRACELETS  
Usually weared by archers with the tab inside the arm to protect 
himself from the friction of the rope at the launch of the arrow. Here it 
is weared  upside down by the shaman to prevent the forces that fight 
for interrupt the ritual blocking her wrist.  
Patrick Grimaud Collection – Paris - France 

!  10 - PRUNING  
Shamans can also be doctor so these pruning serve them to collect 
medicinal plants.  
Private Collection France 

! '11 - SHAMAN MAGAR ARMOR  
Vulnerable during the ritual the shaman Magar protects himself from  
demonic attacks by wearing this armor.  
Forces he could have to fight might attack him from behind to stop the 
ritual. This structure acts as a foil.  
The bells at the base are offerings made after healing or 
neutralization of evil beings. During shamans meetings, these 
symbols in abundance highlights the qualities of the wearer and 
enhances the shamanic hierarchy.  
Private Collection Madrid - Spain 

!  12 - DHYANGRO  
This dhyangro with Gurung birds (note16) is the second exception to 
the sets Tamang and Magar.  
It comes from the Chepang ethnic group, neighbour to Magar, which 
is their only shamanic object featured.  
François Pannier Collection 

! '13 - BASKETRY AND TRIMMINGS  
This basketry was intended to keep the ornaments and ritual objects 
shamans.  
These necklaces are made of rudraksha seeds, snake vertebrae, 
bells, textile bands with cowries ...  
Cowries are very popular across the Himalayas and are subject to 
significant trade.  
Private Collection France 

!  14 - HORNBILL BEAK PHURBU   
In some areas the shaman used a hornbill beak as phurbu.  
This practice has led to the disappearance of Aceros Hornbill in 
Nepal.  
Phurbus of wood in the same shape are substituted.  
François Pannier Collection 

!  15 - KANGLING     
Horn made from human bone, tiger, eagle or hornbill, weared at the 
belt (as can be seen in the photos of Renzo Freschi, note 29) used by 
the shaman when he is in a trance to summon spirits and neutralize 
them. 

!  16 - WOOD AND METAL BIRDS (or Gurung  
       Bird phurbus) 

The majority of the exhibited items in this room consists of Tamang 
and Magar works.  
These wood and metal birds are unique. They come from the Gurung 
ethnic group and are used in funeral rituals, as psychopomp to 
accompany the soul of the deceased in the afterlife.  
Private Collection France 

!  17 - DHYANGRO  
Tamang shaman drum.  
It is used by the shaman to enter into a relationship with his tutelary 
deity, the great primordial shaman Mahadeo.  
The shaman hits the skin by hand, with a bent stick, whipping balls ...  
Depending on each individual ritual, paintings ornamented drum skins 
to be cleared at the end of the ceremony. The still decorated 
specimens are quite rare.  
You could see quite commonly the sun, moon, trisula (trident). The 
patterns are, in fact, infinite and depending on the circumstances.  
The structure of the handle is the same as dhyangro of phurbu. Few 
sets preserved and that shown in the window 3 is a rarity.  
François Pannier Collection - France, Special Collections French, 
Belgian and Swiss 

'



'
!  18 - STOOLS  

The shaman college sitting on a mat but also on small stools.  
One of these presentations is carved under the seat of a witch 
overwhelmed by the shaman.  
Collection Richard Lair - France 

!  19 - SULPA  
Spoon to pour lustral water or clarified butter in a ritual fire.  
This practice relating to an offering to the tutelary deity is practiced in 
Nepal by both shamans and Hindus.  
The end is formed by a hand-shaped spoon impregnated butter is to 
use eaten by fire  
Private Collection France 

!  20 - SHAMAN ROBES  
shamans outfits are extremely varied. Tamang wear mainly white 
cotton dresses but no written rule does exist, local interpretations may 
occur.  
We decided to present some of these unusual outfits.  
Collection Alain Rouveure - Great Britain 

!  21 - CAPS FOR SHAMANS  
Textiles made headbands are decorated with porcupine quills.  
Prickly porcupine allows, in some cases, to ground the evil spirits.  
These caps can also be decorated with feathers.  
That set with red velvet headband is decorated with english crystal 
chandeliers pendants. The crystal has a purifying effect and, in 
addition, promotes the connection with the above.  
Private Collection France 

!  22 - METAL SANCTUARY LAMP 
Made from several elements comprising the four angles iron cups to 
contain the wicks and the butter. 
Private Collection France 
 

!  23 - BUMBA  
Ritual vase to contain the holy water.  
The end of phurbu with a reputation for clear radiation should always 
keep it upright. To point it toward a human head could have an evil 
effect.  
The shaman to avoid this nuisance, keeps the prurbus in the neck of 
the vase, surrounded by plants. The water, then has a purifying action 
, neutralizing radiation.  
Private Collection Milan - Italy 

!  24 - ALTAR OF SHAMAN GURUNG  
Consisting of a bird having the same function as those in the note 16, 
surrounded by trisula (trident) and a small butter lamp. 
Private Collection France 
 

!  25 - RITUAL BELLS   
3 ritual bells made from bronze.  
Private Collection France 

 

!  26 - STATUES  
Commemorative statues of famous shamans can be carved and 
placed in the mountain shrines.  
These shrines are dedicated to various gods to coexist hindou and  
Buddhist images as well.  
Private Collection France 

!  27 - VIDEO OF SHAMANS TAMANG BY  
      PATRICK SAINT MARTIN 
 

!  28 - VIDEO OF SHAMANS MAGAR BY  
      MICHAEL OPPITZ (former director of  
      Ethnographic Museum of  Zurich) 
 
!  29 - PHOTOGRAPHIES BY RENZO 
FRESCHI  
      1978 TILL 1980  

Portraits of shamans and pilgrimages of shamans et Kalinchok.  
 

!  30 - NEPAL MAP 
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